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Hillsboro Lake TWA Project Location 

Hillsboro Lake TWA is located in the Seymour Creek 
and Upper Baraboo River Watershed. 

 



Land Use in the Lake Hillsboro TWA 

Hillsboro Lake TWA contains two 
major streams: West Branch of 
the Baraboo River and South 
Branch Creek. 

South Branch Creek at Kouba 
Valley Road 



Purpose & Sites 
• Monitoring the effectiveness of 

implementing agricultural best 
management practices in the 
Hillsboro Lake watershed.  
 

• Monitored 11 sites in 2015 to 
identify the status of two HUC 
12s. 
 

• Parameters measured: fish, 
habitat, macroinvertebrate, and 
water chemistry  
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Presentation Notes
The purpose of this study was to monitor the effectiveness of implementing agricultural best management practices (BMP’s) in the Hillsboro Lake watershed since the installation of practices between 1995 and 2005.  Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources (DNR) conducted a Clean Water Act Section 319 project to evaluate monitoring in the Hillsboro Lake watershed in eastern Vernon County, Wisconsin.  The thirty-five square mile Hillsboro Lake watershed was designated a priority watershed under the Wisconsin Nonpoint Source Pollution Abatement Program in 1993.  A Hillsboro Priority Watershed Surface Water Resource Appraisal was completed in December of 1994 as part of this project.  The watershed appraisal included monitoring during 1993-1994 for fish and habitat surveys at 11 sites, temperature monitoring at two sites, and macroinvertebrate sampling at six sites.  The data, used in conjunction with observations about watershed health, are also used to guide planning for improvements where needed.  Results from the 1993-1994 monitoring indicated that the West Branch of Baraboo River water quality was very good to excellent with minimal organic loading, while water quality in South Branch Creek was poor in the lower stream reaches but good in the upper stream reach, with some organic loading. The DNR worked with watershed and county staff to determine the location, number and type of BMP’s to be installed in the watershed.  The BMP locations helped DNR staff prioritize where follow-up monitoring would be conducted during 2015.



Study Results – Phosphorus 
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Presentation Notes
Six monthly phosphorus samples were collected from the mouth of the West Branch Baraboo River where it enters Field Veterans Memorial Lake at SWIMS station 633120, located below STH-80.  Median phosphorus was 0.110 mg/l, exceeding the phosphorus criteria of 0.075 mg/l , however the location where samples were collected is where the stream meets the lake, and essentially functions more as a lake site than stream site, as it is influenced by lake water backing up into the stream.  The next site upstream where 12 phosphorus samples were collected is located at Sebranek Road, and the median value was 0.077, which is a slight exceedance of the phosphorus criteria, however is not considered as impaired for phosphorus as the lower confidence limit of the sample dataset does not exceed the criteria.   



Study Results – Natural Community 

 
 
 

• The West Branch of Baraboo 
River and the unnamed 
tributary (Dilly Creek) are 
cool-cold natural 
communities.  
 

• South Branch Creek and 
Beaver Creek the thermal 
composition of species 
indicated the stream 
resembles a cool-warm 
system, rather than a cool-
cold system.   
 
 

DNR Staff conducting a fish survey on 
Beaver Creek 
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The West Branch of Baraboo River and the unnamed tributary (Dilly Creek), the thermal composition of species (cold, warm, or transitional) and percentage of intolerant fish verifies the modelled cool-cold natural communities.  Both brook and brown trout were found in the West Branch of the Baraboo, while in the unnamed tributary (Dilly Creek) only a few brown trout were found in the survey.  Continuous summer stream temperature monitoring at two sites in the West Branch of the Baraboo River, and in the unnamed tributary (Dilly Creek) indicate both streams have temperatures in the cool-cold range, and cool-cold transitional fish were dominant. South Branch Creek and Beaver Creek the thermal composition of species indicated the stream resembles a cool-warm system, rather than a cool-cold system.  There is a fair amount of diversity of non-game cool-warm transitional fish species, and only a single cold water fish, a brook trout was found in South Branch surveys, while only two cold water brook trout were found in Beaver Creek surveys.   Environmental degradation can sometimes explain the discrepancy between the modelled and actual community where there is a lack of intolerant species and a dominance of tolerant ones.  For South Branch Creek and Beaver Creek, the percentage of tolerant fish fell within the expected ranges for cool-cold transitional systems, and therefore a degraded community is not the principle reason for the discrepancy in actual versus modelled natural community.    



Study Results –  
Macroinvertebrates and Habitat 

• Quantitative habitat ratings ranged from excellent in 
the upper stream segment to good in the West 
Branch Baraboo River 

• Macroinvertebrate results were variable in the two 
subwatersheds and ratings ranged from poor to good 
during the 2015 monitoring season.  
 



Management Priorities 
• Install agricultural 

best management 
practice 

• Remove overgrown 
woody vegetation 
from stream banks 

• Stabilize stream 
banks to reduce soil 
erosion 
 West Branch Baraboo River 
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Work with the landowners and Vernon County staff to install agricultural BMP’s that will help protect the water quality coming from spring heads is imperative to maintaining good stream health in the watersheds.  It is imperative to continue to work with landowners in the watersheds in some locations where woody vegetation has overgrown the stream banks.  The goal would be to encourage control of woody vegetation, and prevent woody overgrowth along banks so that streams can continue to flow in a meandering pattern and to narrow streams for better fish habitat.  Some bank shaping and sloping at a 3:1 ratio in areas with eroding banks will help stabilize stream banks and reduce soil erosion.  Encouraging stabilization of banks with vegetated buffers planted in grasses and forbs will help prevent erosion, act as natural cover for fish, and reduce sediment and nutrients flowing to the streams.



Recommendations  
• Install BMPs to reduce soil erosion and nutrient inputs 
• Investigate management actions to increase baseflow 

and dissolved oxygen to the West Branch of the Baraboo 
River. 

• Research opportunities for harvestable buffers 
• Restore fish lunker structures in the West Branch of 

Baraboo River. 
• Develop environmental programs and citizen monitoring 

of streams and Hillsboro Lake through the CLMN and the 
WAV Programs. 
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Monitoring and Assessment Recommendations The West Branch of Baraboo River at Sebranek Road had a median value for phosphorus of 0.077 mg/l, but did not exceed the lower confidence limit for the 12 samples, thus is not considered as impaired for phosphorus.  This water should not be listed as impaired.The West Branch should be removed from the impaired waters list for Low DO, phosphorus, sediment, total suspended solids and BOD.  Biological information rated from fair to excellent and does not support listing the stream for biological impairment.The West Branch of Baraboo River phosphorus monitoring site located at STH-33, should not be used as a stream site for calculation of phosphorus values, due to the site being located within Hillsboro Lake. Instead use the phosphorus values from the Sebranek Road site. The West Branch of Baraboo River fish natural community designations of cool-cold were verified, and the fish and aquatic life should be changed to good or supporting.DNR should monitor monthly phosphorus at the mouth of the unnamed tributary (WBIC: 1290900 Dilly Creek) to determine if it is impaired for phosphorus. DNR should conduct follow up monitoring in the unnamed tributary (WBIC: 1290900 Dilly Creek) at another location upstream in segment one for a second biological indicator for impairment decisions. DNR should monitor Hillsboro Lake to determine lake health and condition. Natural Community Changes                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       The (unnamed tributary (WBIC: 1290900 Dilly Creek) fish natural community designations of cool-cold were verified, thus no changes are recommended.DNR should monitor South Branch Creek downstream of CTH Q to determine if the natural community designation of cold water is correct.  Currently, the stream is designated as coldwater in the lower stretch near the stream mouth and at the stream outlets to Hillsboro Lake, which is shallow, warmwater lake; this water backs up into South Branch Creek downstream of CTH Q, during even small rain events.South Branch Creek was previously listed on the 303(d) list in 2014 as impaired for phosphorus from STH-80 Bridge to the mouth.  However, biological information rated good to excellent and does not support a 303(d) listing for biological impairment.DNR should change the natural community designation of South Branch Creek from cool-cold to cool-warm.DNR should change the natural community designation of Beaver Creek from cool-cold to cool-warm.Management Recommendations for External PartnersSouth Branch Creek has some stream segments and springheads that are highly eroded from livestock grazing, therefore, DNR and partners should implement agricultural BMPs to reduce soil erosion. The Unnamed Tributary (WBIC: 1290500) of South Branch Creek flowing from a spring pond, appears to be contributing a high amount of nutrients to South Branch Creek, and DNR along with partners should implement BMPs to reduce soil erosion and nutrient inputs.   The West Branch of Baraboo River has some stream segments that while not excessively grazed, have steep or vertical banks, and DNR and Partners should implement stream bank erosion controls on bends to reduce erosion and stream siltation Management Recommendations for DNRDNR should investigate management actions that may help increase baseflow and dissolved oxygen to the West Branch of the Baraboo River, downstream of the lake.DNR should work on outreach efforts with landowners in the watershed, and research opportunities for harvestable buffers to provide economic incentives for maintaining buffers along streams.The West Branch of Baraboo River fish lunker structures in the segment upstream of STH-33 have either collapsed or silted in, and should be restored to provide better cover for fish.DNR should work with the Hillsboro School District to encourage environmental programs and citizen monitoring of streams and Hillsboro Lake through the Citizen Lake Management Network and the Water Action Volunteer Programs.



Contacts 
• For more information contact: 
▫ General email:  
 Jean Unmuth, WDNR WQ Biologist 
 (608) 935-1926 

 
▫ TWA WQM Plans website 
▫ Draft Hillsboro Report 

http://dnr.wi.gov/staffdir/_newsearch/ContactSearchResultsExt.aspx?cno=6069&cSrc=EMPLOYEE
http://dnr.wi.gov/topic/surfacewater/wqmplan/index.htm
http://dnr.wi.gov/water/wsSWIMSDocument.ashx?documentSeqNo=144405209
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